Quercetin loaded folate targeted plasmonic silver nanoparticles for light activated chemophotothermal therapy of DMBA induced breast cancer
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**Fig. 1(S)**

- **Group I**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → No drug treatment → Sacrifice
- **Group II**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → Treatment phase (28 days): AgNP → DMBA+AgNPs
- **Group III**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → Treatment phase (28 days): QRC → DMBA+QRC
- **Group IV**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → Treatment phase (28 days): Laser (NIR) → DMBA+Laser
- **Group V**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → Treatment phase (28 days): QRC-AgNP → DMBA+QRC-AgNPs
- **Group VI**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → Treatment phase (28 days): QRC-FA-AgNP → DMBA+QRC-FA-AgNPs
- **Group VII**: Tumor induction (DMBA) → Treatment phase (28 days): QRC-FA-AgNP + Laser (800 nm) irradiation → DMBA+QRC-FA-AgNPs + Laser

**Laser (800 nm) irradiation**